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Search Everything
What to find on Search Everything
Books
E-Books
Reference Books
Journals Electronic + Printed
Journal Articles
Theses
and more .... also movies + music
Databases

**Ebsco Host**
Art + Architecture Source
Cover all architecture disciplines
Avery Index

**Sabinet**
The Local Scene

**Jstor**
The Historical Scene

**Wiley**
The Trendy Scene

**UP Space**
Up Research Scene
Theses + Dissertations
Digital collections of SA Architecture
Next Step
Use Search Everything
(library catalogue)
Search Everything
Select Advanced Search

Advanced Search
Advanced Search
Type title in
Select book

Limit your search
- Only return peer-reviewed articles
- Format: Book
- Year: e.g., 2010
- Location: University of Pretoria Library

Databases
- General
  - Select All in Group
- Other Databases
  - Select All in Group
- All Databases
  - Select All in Group
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
Detailed record description available. Create a list for this session. Select Save My List.
Still on Search Everything
Find this e-book in Title option
Architecture Activism
Here is the e-book
Open Access Online
How to use an e-book central e-book?

On Architecture Subject Guide

Find a manual for reading an e-book central e-book
Open Subject Guides
Find Architecture on the Subject Guides List
Open E-Books
Find an Ebrary manual
Keyword Search
Architecture
and
Research Methodology

Change Title to Keyword

Set your timespan
25 books available
Articles available
Book taken out?

Place HOLD

Research methodology in the built environment: a selection of case studies
by Vian Ahmed, Alex Opolu, Zeeshan Aziz
Print book 2016
Hold by: University of Pretoria Libraries

Description
Editions & Formats
Availability / Holdings

University of Pretoria Libraries
0 available

Place hold
Next Step
Databases
Ebsco Host

On Ebsco Host Select
Art and Architecture Source
Avery Index
How to Search?

Use your Search Tools

Keywords

+ + + or

Images Dezeen Magazine
Next Step
Search strategy for Ebsco Host

“architectural design”
and
community
"architectural design" and community

Keywords
Use inverted comma’s
Set Timespan
“architectural design” and community

2,000 Results Arranged by Relevance
What other means of arrangement is there
Refine
English

4. Outlook for resilience: how can we prepare for disasters and adverse events in ways that protect communities and enhance the built environment?

By Haller, Bill. Urban land. 2016 May-June, v75, n.5-6, p.52-55. (journal article) (English), Database: Avery Index to Architectural Periodicals

Exposits in resiliency discuss efforts to protect communities from disaster, enhance recovery efforts, increase awareness about the value of incorporating resilience, and implementing resilience ...

Subjects: Design resiliency; Natural disasters; Climate change; Architectural design; City planning; Disasters; Sustainable design

Check Univ of Pretoria catalog ▼ Link Check for full text via OCLC ▼ Full Text Finder

Architectural Design Guidelines and Deed of Restrictions for the Taal Viewweights Farmlot Community in Talisay, Batangas.


The planning rules and regulations stated in this deed have commenced the development and marketing of farmlot 

Talisay City, Negros Oriental Capital Region. Some of the more significant...

Subjects: Planning; Batangas (Philippines); Batangas; Philippines; Land Subdivision; Administration of development; Urban growth; Suburbs

Student and Practitioner Collaboration in an Online Knowledge Community: Best practices from a Capstone Course Implementation.


The e-Studio Practitioner Mentorship Program is one element of a framework that makes up the Penn State Architectural Engineering departments fifth-year senior capstone design program. It was st...

Subjects: Construction industry; Architectural design -- Study & teaching; United States; Pennsylvania State University; Residential building construction; Mentoring
Where will you find this article?

HTML is available – no PDF

Find the printed journal on Level 5
Printed Journal Titles in Library and Reading Room

- AA files.
- Architect and builder.
- Architect
- Architects' journal.
- Architectural record.
- Architectural review.
- Architecture South Africa
- Building Africa
- Domus.
- Frame
- GA Document + GA Houses
- The Japan architect
- Journal of architectural and planning research
- Landscape architecture.
- Leading architecture and design
- Open house international.
- Topos: European landscape magazine
- Traditional dwellings and settlements review.
- Volume
Finding the Full Text when no PDF is available

Open Link

Check for full text via OCLC

26. Energy efficiency and thermal behaviour of attached sunspaces, in the residential architecture in Spain. Summer Conditions


- Solar heating systems must be designed for the whole year, including summer.
- Sunspaces are efficient in Spain as long as they are located and used.
- An optimized design includes solar prote...

Check for full text via OCLC

Other possible links for full text

27. ALDEAS EN LOS BOSQUES DE PROSOPIS. ARQUITECTURA RESIDENCIAL Y CONGREGACIONAL EN EL PERÍODO FORMATIVO TARAPAQUEÑO (900 AC-900 DC). (Spanish)


This paper concerns the relationship between residential architecture and gathering spaces in a group of Formative villages and settlements located in the Tarapacá and Guatacondo valleys of North...

Subjects: Architecture; Chile; Other Construction Material Merchant Wholesalers; Villages; Social order; Congregationalism
Finding the Full Text
Open one of the links on this page
Failed to get Full Text?

- Cite
- Energy efficiency and thermal behaviour of attached sunspaces...
- Energy efficiency and thermal behaviour of attached sunspaces, in the residential architecture in Spain. Summer Conditions
- Energy efficiency and thermal behaviour of attached sunspaces, in the residential architecture in Spain. Summer Conditions

- Article/Chapter
- Authors: Monge-Barrio, Aurora
- Publication: Energy and Buildings. Volume: 108, Issue: 1, Page(s): 244
- Published: Elsevier, 2015/12/20
- ISSN: 0378-7788

- Full text availability for this item
- View Full Text Source: Energy and Buildings, Elsevier ScienceDirect Journals - Freedom Collection (All)
- Coverage:
  - 1977-05-present; volume: 1-present; issue: 1-present

- View Full Text Source: Energy and Buildings, ScienceDirect - Freedom Collection (All)
- Coverage:
  - 1995-03-present; volume: 22-present; issue: 1-present

- View Full Text Source: Energy and Buildings, ScienceDirect Journals - Freedom Collection (SANLiC subset)
- Coverage:
Use Google Scholar as your back-up
Energy efficiency and thermal behaviour of attached sunspaces, in the residential architecture in Spain. Summer Conditions


Abstract: This research shows the study and analysis of sunspaces behaviour as passive elements of architecture during the summer, taking into account that they are fundamentally passive solar heating elements for winter. This study is carried out through monitoring and...

Showing the best result for this search. See all results

On Subject Guide
Shortcut to some e-journals
Interesting journal
Architectural Design
Landscape Architecture

The Scopus Database is a useful source

- Use the Subject Guide
- Open Scopus
- Do a keyword search
- Full Text – View at publisher/Lcate
To Conclude

For Research Excellence

Use your dedicated Architecture Sources
Can you afford to miss it?

Brought to you by
Department of Library Services
University of Pretoria
Use your sources
Questions?

Contact me:

rianie.vanderlinde@up.ac.za